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INTRODUCTION 

This article is very personal; it is about my family and their history of struggles with 
mental health. But it is also universal, in that it is a colonial story of displaced people 
moving from one end of the earth to the other for a better life, only to displace 
other indigenous peoples. It is a story of an Irish family who fought for 
independence in their own country, only to work for the state and take Māori land 
to make a farm in Aotearoa. Today intergenerational trauma is often cited as the 
reason for adverse health outcomes. Although this is hard to prove, the mental 
health challenges some of my family have experienced certainly could be attributed 
to trauma – or maybe they were just unlucky to inherit a tendency towards mental 
illness from their ancestors.1 

Bridget O’Grady’s travelling trunk came into my possession in the summer of 2017. 
It came from an early twentieth-century farmhouse at the intersection of Pongaroa 
and Middle roads, near Pahīatua in the Tararua region. The current owner of the 
farm, Graeme Vial, had a chance encounter with my Aunt Carole, who was visiting 
Aotearoa for the first time in 40 years from her home in South Africa. She walked 
around the farm, telling Vial stories based on her childhood memories. She recalled 
riding horses and helping out around the farm, and told him where various farm 
activities had occurred. At the end of their meeting, Vial decided to show Carole a 
series of photos that had been left at the house by the previous owners, members 
of my extended family. He also offered to give a trunk from the old farmhouse to 
the family member who lived nearest to the property: me.  

My great-great-uncle William Kelly, who married Bridget Agnes O’Grady in 1891, 
was the first of the Kelly side of my family to move to New Zealand. William’s 
niece Lizzie moved from Ireland to Pahīatua to help on the farm after William died 
in 1920. She eventually married the boy down the road, Colin Dron, uniting two 
farms and two families. My Aunt Carole, my father John and their younger siblings 
Mike and Maureen told their children stories about the Pahīatua farm in the time 
Lizzie and Colin ran it. As children they had visited in the holidays; it was a stable 
place in a changing world. Their father Jack worked on the railways, and although 
that meant they lived in railway houses, they moved on the whims of the bosses – 
Christchurch, Petone, Frankton Junction, Ngaio and Taumarunui – during their 
childhoods. Uncle Michael talked about driving a tractor called Fergie; Dad 
remembered riding a horse which suddenly refused to cross a bridge; and Aunty 
Lizzie was a favourite relative of both my father and my mother. In our house in 
Auckland there were photos of Mum and Dad with Aunty Lizzie at the farm when 
my parents first married in the late 1960s. As kids we were fascinated by her huge 
bosom and deeply lined and wrinkled face. 

 
1 This article contributes to a growing literature on family history as a form of public history. See Tanya Evans, 
‘Secrets and Lies: The Radical Potential of Family History’, History Workshop Journal, no. 71, 2011, pp. 49–73. 
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I imagined this old travelling trunk would be full of photos and papers that would explain all the 
mysteries of my family. Photos: Emma-Jean Kelly, 2017. 
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My Grandad Jack Kelly holding reins, Aunty Maureen and John Kelly (my Dad) on horse, Pahīatua 
farm, December 1945. Collection of John Kelly. 

 

My friend Ed and I drove from Wellington to Pahīatua to meet Graeme Vial and 
his partner and pick up the travelling trunk connected to an extended family I had 
heard about but never met. When I initially saw the trunk I felt disappointed, as it 
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had a broken lid and was empty. Nevertheless, Ed and I put it in the car and then 
sat down for a cup of tea with the people who had kept it for all those years. Our 
host Graeme’s previous partner was Ngāi Tahu. Before she died, she had been the 
keeper of whānau, hapū and wider iwi stories. From her, Graeme, who is Pākehā, 
had learned to understand the importance of ngā taonga tuku iho, treasured things 
passed down. For this reason, he had kept the photos and the trunk in the hope 
that one day the family of the previous owners of the farmhouse would be ready 
to take on these treasures.  

He also kept them because of his own unusual inheritance. When Lizzie (née Kelly) 
and Colin Dron, the owners of the farm, died, they left the property to Graeme’s 
parents, because they had helped Colin keep going as he grew older. Graeme 
remembers, as a teenager allergic to cow’s milk, being given the job of milking 
Colin’s animals – and the skin complaint that was the inevitable consequence. No 
one in my family contested the farm passing out of our hands. I do not know why, 
but it was possibly because none of the rest of us had any knowledge of farming. I 
feel glad the family that helped Colin and Lizzie received a reward for their many 
years of effort and support. 

Back home after our trip to Pahīatua, I reassembled the pieces of the trunk. As I 
did so, I noticed that inside on the bottom boards, written in pencil in a child’s 
hand, was the name ‘James O’Grady’. Who was James and how did he fit into the 
family? No one in my immediate family knew. We have never talked in much detail 
about the past. Like many other Pākehā families, we do not reflect on the journeys 
of our ancestors, nor do we tell our children about them. But the older we have 
become, the more we have talked. This is particularly so at funerals and in times of 
crisis, such as family members becoming ill; stories have been shared, and so slowly 
I have learned about our family’s origins.  

The stories of my paternal family have always been dominated by the legend of my 
grandfather who fought in the Irish Republican Army (IRA). Jack Kelly, my Dad’s 
father, was born in 1898. He was an Irishman who, like so many young men across 
the Empire, lied about his age and signed up to fight for the British in the First 
World War. He was from Portarlington, originally called Cooletoodra, on the 
border between County Offaly and County Laoise. Portarlington is just over 70 
kilometres west of Dublin. Jack’s parents, John and Mary, ran a successful bakery 
at Portarlington and apparently spoke fluent Gaelic.  

According to Toitū curator Seán Brosnahan, Portarlington was a centre for the 
revival of the Irish language through the Gaelic League. It does not appear to have 
been part of the Gaeltacht, the predominantly Irish-speaking communities 
scattered through the country however. We do not know whether the family were 
involved in the work of the League, although an ‘E. O’Kelly’ is included in a 1905 
photo of the League.2 That year the parish priest at Portarlington condemned the 
teaching of Irish by the Gaelic League in mixed classes. He felt it was ‘not 
conducive to the good morals of his flock’, which led to a public protest and the 

 
2 Seán G. Brosnahan, Toitū Otago Settlers Museum, to author, 29 September 2017. 
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expulsion of the parish priest and curate from the League.3 It is said that in later 
years members of the Irish Republican Brotherhood emerged from the Gaelic 
League, seeing ‘in the Gaelic revival an essential element in a national political 
movement’.4  

 

 
Members of the Portarlington Gaelic League in 1905, including E. O’Kelly (top left). E. O’Kelly 
may have been a relation of Jack Kelly. Supplied by Seán G. Brosnahan. 

 

Jack Kelly was apparently a man of few words in Irish or English. He did not talk 
about the First World War or the Irish Civil War, or even very frequently about his 
family. My Dad says they did not discuss politics at home, although Jack did give 
his eldest son the middle name ‘Eamon’, for the Irish political leader, Éamon de 
Valera.5 My uncle Mike, Jack’s youngest son, was told when he visited Portalington 
that de Valera had been offered safe refuge in the Kelly household when he was 
on the run. We cannot prove that this is true, but we have documentary evidence 
that Jack was an IRA man and ran his battalion from Portalington. An ambush he 
was involved in led to his imprisonment in the early 1920s.6 Although Jack learned 
Irish at school, as evidenced by his qualifications up to matriculation in 1915, he 
never spoke the language as far as my father can remember. Released from jail in 

 
3 Tomás Ó Fiaich, ‘The Great Controversy’, in Seán Ó Tuama (ed.), The Gaelic League Idea, The Mercier Press, 
Dublin, 1972, p. 63.   
4 Kevin B. Nowlan, ‘The Gaelic League and Other National Movements’, in Ó Tuama (ed.), Gaelic League Idea, p. 50. 
5 John Kelly recalls that within the family it was said Jack wanted ‘Éamon’ as John’s first name, but his wife Jean was 
concerned other children would tease him at school by calling him ‘Amen’. John Kelly to author, 20 July 2018. 
6 Military historian R.W. O’Hara, 15 Ruskin Avenue, Kew, undertook research on Jack Kelly in 1998. 
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the early 1920s, Jack moved to New Zealand in 1926, married a Scottish Protestant 
New Zealander, Jean Rodger Martin, and had four children. He worked for New 
Zealand Railways as an electrician for the rest of his life. This was all I knew about 
my paternal family. 

 

 
No. 18 Tarikaka Street, Ngaio, Wellington, the railway house lived in by Jack and Jean Kelly and 
their four children Maureen, John, Michael and Carole in the 1940s. They had an outside toilet and 
it was John’s responsibility to empty the chamber pot every morning – not always without incident. 
Photo: Matthew O’Reilly, 2015. 

 

Recently, my Uncle Mike and Aunt Pam urged my Dad to contact Pat and Gerard 
McGreevy, the daughter and grandson of Michael (Mick) Kelly, Jack’s brother and 
the first New Zealand Railways employee in the family. William Kelly, who owned 
the Pahīatua farm, was an uncle to Mick and Jack. The McGreevys have homes in 
Greytown, and my Dad, who lives in Auckland, decided to visit them. They took 
him to the Tui Brewery, had some drinks and a meal and went to the Kelly grave 
at Mangatainoka, near Graeme Vial’s Pahīatua farm. The large Irish cross which 
marks the site of the family grave is a testament to the strong will of the matriarch 
of the family, Bridget Agnes Kelly. All but one of the family members buried there 
is described by their relationship to her. For example, ‘Brigid O’Grady, mother of 
Bridget Agnes Kelly’. 

 

JIM O’GRADY 

When my father John, my husband Jay and I visited the McGreevy family at 
Christmas 2017, we had Bridget O’Grady’s newly repaired trunk in the back of the 
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car. Gerard McGreevy commented on ‘poor Uncle Jim’, who lived most of his life 
in Porirua Hospital. I told them that the name ‘James O’Grady’ was written in the 
bottom of the trunk. Suddenly the name made sense.  

We all trooped out to the car to have a look at the old trunk that Graeme Vial had 
kept for us. It had faint painted lettering on the front: ‘Bgt O’Grady, Victory, 
Wanted’. I understood this to mean it was the trunk of Bridget Agnes O’Grady, 
who sailed on SS Victory in 1884, and that she wanted her trunk on the voyage. I 
had always assumed Great-great-aunt Bridget had come to New Zealand from 
Limerick as a young single woman looking for domestic work before she met and 
married William Kelly. However, once we had this tangible relic of the family, and 
some more information from the McGreevys, I read back through family historian 
(my aunt) Pam Kelly’s research notes. There were two women called Bridget 
O’Grady who came out to the Antipodes on the Victory from Limerick via London. 
One of them was sometimes called Brigid, and I shall use that spelling to 
differentiate between them. Brigid Tracey was born in Limerick, County Tipperary, 
in 1850 and married James O’Grady, a shoemaker, who subsequently died. Brigid 
was aged 34, a housekeeper and single, when she took her 13-year-old daughter 
Bridget Agnes O’Grady and her 10-year-old son James (Jim) O’Grady to New 
Zealand, where they landed in Wellington on 25 May 1884.7  

 

 
Bridget Agnes Kelly with the chickens, Pahīatua farm, undated. Collection of John Kelly. 

 
7 Pam and Michael Kelly Family Archive, Sydney, Australia.  
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We do not know the circumstances under which they came to Pahīatua, though we 
can surmise that Brigid probably found work as a domestic. New Zealand at that 
time was advertising for UK-born domestics, as many young women were 
choosing better-paid work in shops or factories. As W.D. Borrie writes in 
Immigration to New Zealand, 1854–1938: ‘Newspaper advertisements and posters 
called for married agricultural labourers and single female domestic servants, 
provided they were “sober, industrious, of good moral character, of sound mind 
and in good health”.’8 Seven years after their arrival, Brigid’s 20-year-old daughter 
Bridget Agnes O’Grady married William Kelly, aged 32. The wedding was held, 
fittingly enough, at St Brigid’s Church in Pahīatua on 11 May 1891, with James 
(Jim) O’Grady and Mary Cooper as witnesses to the nuptials.9  

The farm William and Bridget Kelly settled on was part of the Mangahao Survey 
District, Block VIII. It was subject to a 999-year lease from her Majesty the Queen, 
dated 1 July 1886.10 And so my Irish family, who knew all about occupation, the 
oppression of their culture and language, lived on Māori land, leased by the Crown 
and given to settlers to develop. I have no idea what they thought about this, or 
even if they thought about it at all. When my grandfather Jack sang ‘Galway Bay’, 
a popular song of protest against English occupation, to his New Zealand-born 
children, did he do so with any sense of irony? 

 

For the breezes blowing o’er the seas from Ireland, 
Are perfumed by the heather as they blow, 
And the women in the uplands digging praties, 
Speak a language that the strangers do not know. 

Yet the strangers came and tried to teach us their ways, 
And they scorned us just for being what we are, 
But they might as well go chasin’ after moon beams, 
Or light a penny candle from a star. 

And if there’s gonna be a life hereafter, 
And faith somehow I’m sure there’s gonna be, 
I will ask my God to let me make my Heaven, 
In that dear land across the Irish sea.11 

 
8 W.D. Borrie, Immigration to New Zealand, 1854–1938, Demography Program, Research School of Social Sciences, 
Australian National University, Canberra, 1991, p. 52, cited in Jock Phillips, ‘History of immigration - The great 
migration: 1871 to 1885’, Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/history-of-
immigration/page-8 (accessed 15 July 2018). 
9 New Zealand Marriage Certificate of Bridget O’Grady and William Kelly, Registration No. 1891000522. William’s 
father was Michael Kelly, and his mother was Mary Kelly, née Savage. William Kelly was Jack’s uncle. 
10 Certificate of Title Under Land Transfer Act, Leasehold No 6a/261, Lessor Her Majesty the Queen under Part III 
of The Land Act 1892, No. 534. 
11 ‘Galway Bay’ by Arthur Colahan, https://www.lyricfind.com/ 
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Plan of Pahīatua Village Special Settlement, Wellington, R.P. Greville, Assistant-Surveyor, May 
1886. Source: LINZ. Crown Copyright reserved. National Library of New Zealand. 

 

Graeme Vial and my father John began an email correspondence around this time, 
and Graeme asked: ‘How were the Kelly and O’Grady families connected? Colin 
[Dron, Lizzie’s husband] used to mention the name, and the section over the road 
from the house is still known as Jim’s section, named after Jim O’Grady.’12 At the 
time my father was unable to answer this question, having no knowledge of Jim’s 
migration to New Zealand. The McGreevys knew nothing else about Jim except 
that he lived his life at Porirua Hospital and was buried in the family grave, which 
Gerard and Stephanie have maintained. To be buried in the family plot marked him 
out from those who were buried at the hospital, often in unmarked graves. Many 
sent to the asylum were disowned by their families, as being committed was 
considered shameful. The institution did not encourage visitors.13  

 
12 Graeme Vial to John Kelly, 20 November 2016. 
13 Discussion with tour guide at Porirua Hospital Museum, 12 June 2018. 
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Left: View of Kelly and O’Grady family grave, Mangatainoka. Right: Detail showing the elder 
Bridget’s name spelled in the traditional Irish manner, with James (Jim) O’Grady’s name 
underneath. Source: One Billion Graves website. 

 

The headstone records that Jim was laid to rest with the family, but what happened 
to him before that? There is little evidence of Jim in the family archives, and no 
family stories about him in living memory. Initially the only evidence we had for 
his existence, beyond the name of the field Graeme mentioned and the pencilled 
name in the trunk, was a piece of embroidery inscribed ‘Jim O’Grady’ with a 
depiction of a crown in a bible owned by John Kelly. 

 

 
‘Jim O’Grady’ embroidery inserted in Bridget Agnes Kelly’s family bible. The bible was given to 
Bridget by her mother in 1891, presumably at the time of her marriage to William. Collection of 
John Kelly. 
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Once I knew about Jim, I was able to find brief references in legal documents 
collected by Pam Kelly. For example, Jim and Bridget’s mother Brigid O’Grady 
died intestate on 26 February 1922, and so in the Supreme Court of New Zealand, 
Wellington District, Palmerston North Registry, Bridget Agnes Kelly swore the 
following: 

That the said deceased was my natural and lawful Mother and that she left her 
surviving the following children – namely – myself, this deponent, her daughter, 
and one son, James O’Grady, aged 47, who is a Lunatic and has been an inmate of 
the Porirua Mental Asylum for a number of years. … That I do verily believe that 
the said deceased died intestate and that I am one of the next-of-kin of the said 
deceased and that the said James O’Grady and I are entitled to the whole of the 
estate of the said deceased in equal shares. The estate was worth £5,200, and Jim’s 
share was to be managed by the Public Trustee.14 

Jim O’Grady is referred to as ‘of unsound mind’ in a document dated 11 November 
1940.15 These are the only references to Jim in the family archive, although he did 
not die until 1949. We must turn to the public record to find out what happened 
to this great-great-uncle who has left so little trace within our family. 

 

ASYLUMS IN NEW ZEALAND 

Between 1854 and 1872, a ‘network of provincial lunatic asylums was established 
throughout New Zealand’.16 From the 1880s onwards, psychiatry developed in the 
asylums, where ‘overcrowding and institutionalisation’ were the norm.17 Seacliff 
(1878), Porirua (1887) and Tokanui (1912) were all built in rural areas serviced by 
the railway, but were otherwise virtually closed communities.18 It was usual during 
this period for those deemed insane to be admitted into an asylum and, if 
considered very ill, never come out again. Historian Barbara Brookes has argued 
that in New Zealand ‘the mentally ill [had] a low profile in the preoccupations of 
the community. The public preference [was] for forgetting, as Michel Foucault 
posited in his pathbreaking Madness and Civilisation, because the fear of madness 
“reflects a deeper fear of self disintegration”.’19 

In the 1870s it was noticeable that Irish Catholics were more commonly patients 
in the Dunedin Lunatic Asylum than members of other religions or ethnic groups, 
being 20.68 per cent of the patients when they were only 10.33 per cent of the 

 
14 Affidavit for Grant of Administration to Daughter of Deceased in the estate of Bridget O’Grady late of 
Mangatainoka in the Provincial District of Wellington and Dominion of New Zealand, Widow … deceased. 
Wellington District (Palmerston North Registry). Filed 20 March 1922. 
15 Supreme Court of New Zealand, No. P.203.40, Probate and Administration, Bridget O’Grady. Letters of 
Administration. Filed 28 November 1940.  
16 Wendy Hunter Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight: The Story of Porirua Hospital, Porirua Hospital, Wellington, 1987, p. 
5. 
17 Ibid, p. 32. 
18 Ibid, pp. 32, 33. 
19 Barbara Brookes, ‘Introduction’, in Barbara Brookes and Jane Thomson (eds), Unfortunate Folk: Essays on Mental 
Health Treatment 1863–1992, University of Otago Press, Dunedin, 2001, p. xx. 
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general population. This was soon after  the South Island gold rushes, however, 
which had attracted many young Irish Catholic single men.20 There was also a 
significant proportion of Irish in Porirua in the early twentieth century, as the 
following table showing country of origin demonstrates: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Native Countries of Patients at Porirua Hospital. Source: Appendix to the Journals of the House of 
Representatives (AJHR), 1913, H-7, p. 21 (report for 1912); AJHR, 1923, H-7, p. 15 (report for 1922). 

 

There were few visitors to the asylums, and staff were forewarned and tidied people 
up, making them ‘as presentable as possible’. No one was ever taken to the 
refractory (back) wards.21 In the nineteenth century, Irishmen who came to 

 
20 Jeremy H. Bloomfield, ‘Dunedin Lunatic Asylum 1863–1876’, in Brookes and Thomson (eds), Unfortunate Folk, p. 
27. 
21 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 87. 

Native Countries 1912 1922 

England & Wales 265 239 

Scotland 66 58 

Ireland 123 105 

New Zealand 374 607 

Australia 29 47 

France 1 0 

Germany 13 12 

Austria 1 1 

Norway 1 3 

Sweden 7 3 

Denmark 3 6 

Italy 3 3 

China 2 1 

Māori 14 16 

Other countries 6 22 

Unknown 0 0 

TOTAL 908 1,123 
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Aotearoa alone to seek their fortunes often fell into loneliness and drink, the 
downfall of many of the inmates of early asylums and prisons.22 It is unclear 
whether Jim was a drinker. 

The Capital & Coast District Health Board and its predecessors have kept Jim 
O’Grady’s case notes for over 100 years, and the DHB released copies of them to 
me as a family member. Although some are very faded, they provide the most 
detailed account we have of Jim’s life and death. But before we consider the life of 
a ‘Lunatic’ at the turn of the twentieth century, I will reveal another family secret – 
one that motivated me, beyond the fact that I am a cultural historian, to research 
Jim’s life.  

Until recently, it had always been said that the mental illness in my family was all 
on my mother’s side. My mother had bipolar disorder and was also an alcoholic. 
Her life was chaotic. She was not able to raise her own children. When another 
family member was also diagnosed with bipolar disorder, we assumed that she had 
inherited this from my mother. However, at the point of this new diagnosis, 
paternal family members came forward to tell us about their own battles with 
bipolar, and it became clear that both sides of my family had struggled with this 
difficult and painful illness. To find that another family member on my father’s side 
had also had mental health issues was intriguing to me. When my family member 
initially became very ill, her doctors assumed without any discussion with her family 
(they claimed privacy issues prevented them from doing so) that she had 
schizophrenia and medicated her accordingly. It was only when I provided a family 
tree of all the bipolar diagnoses on both sides of the family that they considered a 
different diagnosis. They changed her medication, and within days she emerged 
from a catatonic state and began to get better. It is hard to describe how dreadful 
that time was, or how wonderful it was when she began to speak again. She has 
since left hospital, continued raising her child as a solo mother, and had a successful 
career supporting others with mental health diagnoses. My uncle Jim, my mother 
Joan Kelly (née Cook) and other family members in the past were not so lucky, as 
we will see from an analysis of the documents which describe Jim’s experience. 

 

PATIENT RECORDS FOR JAMES (JIM) O’GRADY 

On 1 July 1903, 27-year-old Jim O’Grady was declared a lunatic under the Lunatics 
Act 1882. On the certificate completed to confirm that he was ‘a proper person to 
be detained under care and treatment’, a doctor declared that he had personally 
examined Jim and that he was ‘a lunatic within the meaning of the act’.  

He tells me that the Pope came to see him on Sunday week and nodded two 
or three times to him without speaking to him – that our Saviour came & did 
the same. Says a dead friend of his Ned Parkes by name comes to him and 
shows him heaven & hell & other things. Asked what hell is like he says that 

 
22 Christopher J van der Krogt, ‘Irish Catholicism, Criminality and Mental Illness in New Zealand from the 1870s to 
the 1930s’, New Zealand Journal of History, vol. 20, no. 2, 2016, pp. 90–121. 
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it is like a lot of people digging potatoes. He says elephants, crocodiles & 
other animals come to him at night and dance before him.23 

These are not the only signs that Jim was unwell, and it is interesting that from the 
outset of his illness there are aspects of his symptoms which relate to his 
Catholicism. William Kelly said his brother-in-law had been ‘very bad tempered of 
late and has threatened to kill him and others – that he took him by the throat on 
Tuesday week – has also “threatened to do for” his mother and sister.’24 

It is clear that Jim was in need of help and was frightening his family. He needed 
refuge in the sense of ‘asylum’, a place to rest and find peace. But it appears he did 
not find that in a system that was under-resourced and overwhelmed, and in which 
patients were called ‘inmates’ and treated as if they were in prison. 

Jim was in institutional care from 1903 until he died in his seventies in 1949. In a 
memorandum from the Superintendent, Auckland, to the Superintendent, Porirua 
in 1910 Jim is described: 

Re James O’Grady – Said to be suffering from Delusional Insanity on 
admission is now mentally enfeebled. Talks and laughs to himself & is 
secretive in manner. Walks shakily under direction but has little reasoning 
power or judgement if left to himself. Hardly says more than ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ 
when spoken to. Writes to his mother in receipt of tobacco etc but shows 
great paucity of ideas. Is good tempered as a rule & clean in his habits.25 

After his admission, there is never again a reference to Jim making threats. 
According to the notes, which were updated every six months, he was mild-
mannered for the rest of his life, but he was always referred to as ‘dull and 
delusional’, as hearing voices, and as responding in very few words to any 
questions.26 There was no other reference to him writing to his mother or anyone 
else. However, this lack of information could reflect the fact that few doctors 
tended to many patients; there was simply not enough time to examine a patient 
beyond a cursory analysis. 

 
23 James O’Grady CCDHB file, Capital & Coast District Health Board, Certificate of Committal 01/07/03. The 
reference to his dead friend Ned Parkes intrigues me – was this the cause of his mental disturbance? Unfortunately, 
so far I have found no official record of a family called Parkes in the neighbourhood. 
24 Ibid. 
25 James O’Grady CCDHB file notes, 1910. 
26 James O’Grady CCDHB file notes, 01/01/21: ‘Dull and demented – employed on farm – untidy’; 10/07/21: 
‘Hallucinated – dull and demented – fairly clean – employed on farm’; 01/01/22: ‘Dull and demented. Very feeble 
minded and childish in his speech. Employed on the farm. Fairly clean, but untidy. Eats and sleeps well’. 
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Committal form for James O’Grady, 1903. CCDHB file. 
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Description of James O’Grady, 1910. CCDHB file. 

 

In their brief history of disability in Aotearoa, Martin Sullivan and Hilary Stace 
describe the early twentieth century as dominated by debates about eugenics, which 
involved those who were considered ‘defective’ being segregated from the rest of 
the population. As they observe: 

surveillance of those deemed dangerous and deviant required legislation to 
segregate, classify and contain them. For the ‘unfit’ various institutions were 
developed to keep the sexes apart and prevent reproduction. The 1911 
Mental Defectives Act classified groups of ‘other’ into six categories: 
‘persons of unsound mind’, ‘mentally infirm’, ‘idiots’, ‘imbeciles’, ‘feeble-
minded’ and ‘epileptics’. Each label had a specific meaning.27 

In 1910, Porirua Hospital was considered to be remote from Wellington city, 
although the main trunk railway line ran nearby. The contractors who had built the 
grand-looking main building had used sea sand, which did not make adequate 
concrete, and so from the very beginning the building was unsound, with Dr 
MacGregor describing the walls as damp and mouldy.28 The grounds were 
extensive, leased from Ngāti Toa Rangatira in 1912 before being acquired as 
freehold land in 1921.29 The land on which the asylum itself was built, the 
Kenepuru Block, was taken from Ngāti Toa under the Public Works Act. A reliable 
water supply was secured when further land was taken from the iwi.30  

 
27 https://www.odi.govt.nz/guidance-and-resources/a-brief-history-of-disability-in-aotearoa-new-zealand/  
28 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 49. 
29 Ibid, p. 115. 
30 Ibid, p. 119.   
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Some of the early medical superintendents seem to have focused more on running 
the farm than on caring for their patients, with Dr Hassell observing in 1900 that 
elderly and demented patients had little capacity to work. He hoped Porirua would 
be sent fewer chronic cases so the farm could be developed more rapidly.31 In 1944 
little had changed. As Williams writes in Out of Mind Out Of Sight, ‘Priorities at 
Porirua were clear. The farm must pay. When attendant Benton was taken from 
his work at the piggeries and put on night duty, the following memo was sent from 
head office: “if Benton is the man who has most to do with the pigs, it would be a 
mistake to take him off and replace him with someone who could not give the 
same care to the stock.”’32 

Jim had been a farmer, and according to the six-monthly entries in his file, his ‘B.H.’ 
(Bodily Health) was good. He appears to have spent his days working in the piggery. 
As Williams states: ‘It was a strict policy at Porirua that every able-bodied patient 
should work, and it was only because of the large contribution made by the male 
patients that the farm could operate so economically.’33 

During the early 1900s Porirua Hospital was following practices that were found 
throughout New Zealand’s asylum system. There were as yet no medications for 
those like Jim who heard voices, and the usual practice was for women to work in 
the laundry and kitchens and men to work outside, helping build the hospital and 
farm the land. Patients who were ‘employed’ were not paid, but in the 1930s  
received an extra pouch of tobacco and 2s 6d per week.34  

From the early years of the asylum system until the 1960s, the large institutions ran 
farms through patient labour. Porirua Hospital relied on able-bodied patients such 
as Jim, producing in the year ending 31 March 1938 229,527 pounds of vegetables 
(104,112 kilograms) and 39,324 pounds (17,837 kilograms) of fruit. Daily work in 
the gardens and orchards and on the lawns was undertaken by 11 staff and 95 
patients.35 

The first piggeries at Porirua were erected in 1905 and in the years following the 
‘major task of the patients was the erection of new concrete pigsties and 
cowsheds.’36 From his early days at the asylum, the  entries about Jim’s condition 
made in various hands by doctors refer to his work in the piggery. In the period 
1913–24, the hospital piggery was known as one of the best in the country. It 
regularly won awards.37 In the early 1920s Jim was described as ‘dull and demented’, 
having auditory hallucinations, and being ‘employed on the farm’.38 By 1927 he was 
said to be a ‘Demented patient – feebleminded and childish. Will not converse. 
Works well with the pigs. Health good. Untidy and slovenly in dress and habits.’39 

 
31 Dr Hassell made these comments in 1900; see Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 125 
32 Director General to Medical Superintendent, 25 July 1944, in Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 134. 
33 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 125. 
34 Ibid, pp. 67, 99. 
35 Ibid, p. 129. 
36 Ibid, p. 114. 
37 Ibid, p. 127. 
38 James O’Grady, CCDHB file notes 10/07/19, 10/01/21, 10/01/22. 
39 James O’Grady, CCDHB file notes 10/01/27. 
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In 1929 he was described as ‘demented and delinquent’, but ‘well behaved’ and a 
‘good worker on the farm’.40  

From these frustratingly repetitive short entries it is hard to get a sense of Jim 
beyond the references to auditory hallucinations, which are never described in 
detail, that he worked well on the farm and was grubby. Given that patients had to 
wear communally owned clothes and that he worked on the farm, it is hardly 
surprising he was dirty. Being ‘very demented’, he was living in a refractory or ‘dirty’ 
ward, where little attention was paid by staff to patients’ cleanliness.41  

Porirua Hospital had no heating and was consistently overcrowded.42 Official 
visitors, who were described as a ‘safety valve’ for patients, visited regularly and 
reported on what they saw. Doubts have been raised about their objectivity, as they 
were paid by the Board of Governors.43 Occasionally official visitors would raise 
concerns that patients needed warmer clothes, or point out that the laundry needed 
fixing to ensure the floor was not always covered in water.44 But official visitors 
rarely went to the back wards. Jim, as a patient considered to be ‘without hope’, 
was kept in Ward M5, one of the lower wards in the refractory area.  

Conditions in the back wards were concealed as much as possible. Patients who 
failed to respond to treatment or who were to be punished often ended up in those 
wards where there was little hope or interest, where the cheapest care was 
considered adequate and where the old asylum atmosphere of neglect and 
pauperism still existed.45 

In the 1920s there were improvements in the treatment of mentally ill patients. 
There was a growth in acute services for patients who were considered curable, 
particularly as psychoanalysis and psychotherapy began to be practised in New 
Zealand.46 Much of this improvement came about after returned soldiers were 
admitted to asylums suffering from ‘shell shock’. The ‘young New Zealand medical 
men’ who had previously believed all mental disorders to be incurable began to 
recognise some nervous conditions as treatable illnesses.47 The treatment of these 
soldiers received public attention that no doubt encouraged the institutions to work 
on their rehabilitation. 

By the 1930s labels such as ‘manic depression’, ‘reactive depression’, 
‘schizophrenia’, ‘paranoid’ and ‘anxiety states’ began to be used, and insulin coma 
therapy was introduced at Seacliff (another institution in the national state-run 
network of asylums) in 1938. There is no evidence in Jim’s notes that he was ever 
given any kind of treatment. In 1935, when he was 61 by my calculation, this entry 

 
40 James O’Grady, CCDHB file notes 15/07/29. 
41 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 81. 
42 Ibid, p. 199. 
43 Ibid, p. 49. 
44 Ibid, p. 101. 
45 Ibid, p. 81. 
46 Susan Fennell, ‘Psychiatry and Seacliff, 1912–1948’, in Brookes and Thomson (eds), Unfortunate Folk, p. 147. 
47 Ibid, p. 145. 
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was made: ‘Fainted yesterday, kept in for a few days rest from the heat. Is 73, 
arteries moderately thickened, definite in heart.’48  

It is unclear why the authorities thought he was 12 years older than he actually was, 
given that he came to New Zealand in 1884 as a 10-year-old. Perhaps it reflects the 
impression they had of his health, which was clearly not as good as it had once 
been. He may simply have passed out because of the heat.  

Two months later, Jim was ‘kept in bed for a few days … as he did not appear well. 
Appears to be going off mentally and physically. To stop working’.49 Despite ‘going 
off’, Jim was still working in the piggery on 19 January 1936. He was described as 
‘An old man who works with the pigs. Good worker. Pays attention and answers 
rationally but briefly.’50 He was still in Ward M5, where he seems to have lived since 
his arrival at Porirua. 

Cardazol shock treatment began in New Zealand in 1939 and in Porirua was 
reported to be somewhat successful with catatonics.51 By 1939 Jim was apparently 
a ‘Chronically hallucinated patient. Went on his knees suddenly when spoken to, 
crossed himself, stuck his fingers in his ears. Admits hearing voices.’52 However, 
there is no evidence that shock treatment or anything else was ever tried on Jim.  

According to a staff member’s recollections, the ‘really bad manic place’ was wards 
M7 and M8.53 By 1942 Jim was described as ‘deluded’, ‘unemployed’, and in poor 
bodily health with cardiac issues. He was transferred to Ward M7.54 By this time 
Jim was 68 and still ‘chronically deluded’ with ‘auditory hallucinations’; he was also 
‘senile frail and requires a fair amount of attention’. He was now regularly described 
as ‘unemployed’.55 This bothers me, because he was in hospital due to illness, and 
yet when he could no longer work, he was called ‘unemployed’, as if he was a 
burden on the institution. Perhaps he was, given that he could no longer work in 
the piggery. A few months later he collapsed, and appeared to be briefly in a coma. 
A priest and relations were notified.56 In response to the notification, this 
communication was received: ‘Smith & McSherry, Solicitors (Phone 4) Pahiatua 
advise that Patient’s family wish him to be buried in family plot at Pahiatua & to 
spare no expense. Solicitors wish to be advised in the event of death.’57 

 
48 James O’Grady, CCDHB file notes 03/01/35. 
49 James O’Grady, CCDHB file notes 28/03/35. 
50 James O’Grady, CCDHB file notes 19/01/35. 
51 Fennell, ‘Psychiatry and Seacliff’, pp. 146–48. 
52 James O’Grady case notes, CCDHB, 12/07/1939. 
53 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 208. 
54 James O’Grady case notes, CCDHB, 10/07/1942. 
55 James O’Grady CCDHB file notes 10/04/42. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid. 
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Note from solicitors regarding instructions for James (Jim) O’Grady’s burial, 1942. CCDHB file. 

 

By this time Jim’s mother Brigid O’Grady, brother-in-law William and sister 
Bridget Kelly had all died.58 William’s niece Lizzie and her husband Colin Dron 
were living on the Pahīatua farm, where my father and his siblings and the 
McGreevy children were regular holiday visitors. It is quite possible Lizzie and 
Colin had never met Jim. There is no evidence that family members ever visited 
him after he was committed. By the early 1940s, Jim was ‘restless’ and ‘chronically 
hallucinated’.59 He died at 8.10 a.m. on 11 June 1949. His body was presumably 
sent to Mangatainoka, as his case notes attest; as we know, his name is on the family 
gravestone. 

During Jim’s time in the asylum, although psychoanalysis was available, there were 
few other treatments apart from early sedatives such as paraldehyde. Isolation or 
straitjackets were most commonly used to control patients’ behaviour.60 New 
treatments for ‘shell shock’ during the Second World War saw many patients 
recover from their illnesses to some extent, and psychoanalysis was beginning to 
be used to understand repressed experiences.61 Because he was an older and 
(presumed) chronic patient, these treatments were never tried on Jim. 

 

 

 
58 Personal papers, Kelly family. William Kelly died 8 October 1920, Bridget O’Grady died 26 February 1922, 
Bridget Kelly died 14 August 1940. 
59 James O’Grady CCDHB file notes 10/07/43, 10/07/44. 
60 Fennell, ‘Psychiatry and Seacliff’, p. 144. 
61 Ibid, p. 150. 
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In the 1950s it was reported that the Porirua back or ‘lower wards’, the refractory 
wards for the ‘dirty’ patients, the stubborn and unmanageable, had rat infestations, 
and the straw-stuffed mattresses used as ‘shakedown’ beds on the floor often had 
to be burnt in the morning due to their being soiled.  Twice a week, the attendants 
hosed urine and faeces off the floors and under the floorboards. When a 
tradesperson was asked to fix issues under these wards he refused the contract once 
he saw the solid human waste.62 The smell must have been excruciating. 

Soot from the kitchen chimneys often coated the food, and currants were used in 
the milk pudding to disguise this. People regularly got dysentery and staff were 
wary of what they ate, having observed flies flying into the kitchen from the soiled 
mattresses and settling on the food.63 Presumably things were no better when Jim 
was in these wards, but he and the other patients could not afford to be fussy about 
what they ate.  

Because there is no family correspondence about or with Jim (the early letters to 
his mother referred to by the hospital authorities have not survived), we know very 
little about him or his personality. Was he always unwell or did he have moments 
of lucidity? What were the voices that he heard? What were his tastes like? Did he 
enjoy working with pigs? None of the case notes describe the nature of his 
hallucinations after his committal in 1903. In fact, none of them describe much, 
often repeating previous entries, which is perhaps unsurprising, given the doctors’ 
workload. 

If Jim had bipolar disorder, he was not always ill, as the illness comes in waves. 
When one is not unwell, one is just like any other person. During the time Jim was 
in the asylum, there was a genuine belief that being outside in the open air was 
good for the mentally ill, encouraged by early medical superintendents such as 
Frederic Truby King.64 However, hospital authorities took this to mean that a 
profitable farm could be run using the free labour of patients – a less noble 
approach to psychiatric care. 

A recent article on the ‘waves’ of psychiatry in New Zealand takes a more cynical 
view of the open-air policy, explaining that there was increasing understanding of 
the need for community-based mental health care which eventually led to the 
closing of the asylums in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The banning of patients 
working on the large farms in the late 1960s threatened the ‘fiscal sustainability of 
long-term institutional care … particularly after the prohibition of peonage’ (slave 
labour).65 This suggests that, as in the 1920s, the viability of the farm model of 
asylums depended on free patient labour. Truby King’s notions of healthy living 
were tempered by bureaucratic demands for unpaid labour. 

 

 
62 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, pp. 204, 205. 
63 Ibid, pp. 207–08. 
64 Cheryl Caldwell, ‘Truby King and Seacliff, 1889–1907’, in Brookes and Thomson (eds), Unfortunate Folk, p. 35. 
65 Mei Wah Williams, Beverly Haarhoff and Robyn Vertongen, ‘Mental Health in Aotearoa New Zealand: Rising to 
the Challenge of the Fourth Wave?’, New Zealand Journal of Psychology, vol. 46, no. 2, July 2017, p. 16. 
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Jim worked in the piggery for most of his adult life, and there were no incidents or 
issues recorded regarding his behaviour. He was considered ‘dirty’ in Porirua, but 
prior to that had been described as tidy. Surely working in the piggery would make 
anyone physically dirty; and in refractory wards staff did not pay individual 
attention to the patients or concern themselves with their cleanliness. It appears 
that it was only after he had collapsed more than once and had been diagnosed 
with heart disease and confined to the ward that Jim was described as restless and 
became more troubled by voices.  

Jim probably had few opportunities for everyday human contact. According to the 
official history of Kingseat Hospital, which was run along similar lines to the other 
government asylums, until 1968 it was common for nurses to receive a reprimand 
for sitting down and talking to a patient: ‘One could easily be accused of wasting 
time or loafing and … such time would be far better spent folding linen in the linen 
room or melting the wax off the floors with kettles of boiling water in preparation 
for a new coat and thorough polishing by staff labour.’66 

It is easy to imagine that it was a lonely life for Jim and the other patients. From 
my reading of his case notes, Jim’s illness was certainly real. He did hear voices, 
which are sometimes experienced by those with bipolar disorder (previously called 
manic depression) but are more commonly associated now with schizophrenia. 
Today there are medications which help manage such experiences. There are also 
groups organised by and for those who hear voices. These people help each other 
with their experiences, without (necessarily) incarceration.67 Some of the most 
powerful and effective mental health support I have witnessed has been carried out 
by peer support workers, people diagnosed with a mental health condition which 
they manage, who work alongside others who are struggling with their own 
diagnosis. 

In 1948, the year before Jim died, Fred Hollows, a well-known eye surgeon and my 
husband’s great-uncle, worked during his university holidays in one of the male 
wards at Porirua. He described it in the prologue to his memoir as the spookiest 
experience of his life.68 On his first day he arrived in the ‘dark gardens’ and entered 
the wards, where there was a ‘very strange smell. We went through the main 
building; down passages and through doors which the bloke opened with a big 
brown key. It was a bit like a prison where you have to close off one point behind 
you before you get to the next’.69 The smell was probably the faeces and urine under 
the floorboards. 

My mother had told me a similar story of her experience at Carrington Hospital in 
the 1980s, particularly the sound of the bunch of keys clanking together as the 
patients were locked in their rooms at night. Even before I knew I had a relative 
who lived at Porirua Asylum for so long, I was always reluctant to visit the place, 
despite living in Tītahi Bay, near the hospital. My mother suffered from bipolar 

 
66 ‘Kingseat Hospital, 50 years, 1932–1982’, [Kingseat Jubilee Editorial Committee, Papakura, 1981], p. 24. 
67 http://www.hearingvoices.org.nz/index.php/en/  
68 Fred Hollows and Peter Corns, Fred Hollows, the Updated Biography, Kerr Publishing, NSW, Australia, 1994, p. 10. 
69 Ibid, p. 9. 
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disorder which included experiences of hallucinations. She never told me she heard 
voices, but she was often very sick and imagined all sorts of strange things were 
happening to her. Sometimes it was hard to know what was real and what was not. 
At one point when she was in hospital for an operation and unable to take her 
medication, she told me her handbag had been stolen. I thought she was imagining 
it. It turned out she was right.  

When she was first admitted to hospital in the 1980s she was put in a padded cell. 
She spent intermittent periods  in hospital over the next 40 years. Towards the end 
of her life, I was unable to prevent her doctors from performing electroconvulsive 
therapy (ECT) on her because she had chosen to stop eating and tried to commit 
suicide. Although ECT is different now than in earlier days, with sedation and 
muscle relaxants applied, my mother was clearly terrified of the procedure, and I 
have been haunted by how barbaric it seemed to me, and how frightened she was 
every time it was done. 

When I visited the Porirua Hospital Museum in 2018 with my friend Ed, who had 
accompanied me to pick up the trunk in Pahīatua, we both felt very uncomfortable. 
The museum is in the grounds of Porirua Hospital (now called Kenepuru 
Community Hospital), which still houses a forensics unit (for mentally ill people 
who have committed offences) and a Rangatahi (Māori youth) ward, and also has 
general health wards. The museum building is the old F block and includes isolation 
rooms where you can see the indentations in the doors where patients used 
bedsteads and any other implement they could find to try to get out.70 Various 
treatment devices are on display, including ECT equipment.  

When the tour guide presented the ECT equipment as an archaic artefact from a 
barbaric past, I knew this was not true, although I was not certain the guide did. It 
seemed obscene to show us machines in a museum as if they were no longer in use, 
even if the equipment and procedure have been modernised. Both Ed and I were 
also haunted by the notion that either or both of us could have been committed to 
the asylum in a previous era for multiple reasons considered acts of lunacy at the 
time – heredity, anxiety, troubles of puberty and adolescence, ill health, depression, 
refusal to obey ones’ husband, love affairs and menstruation being but a few of the 
officially recognised categories of mental illness in the 1910s.71  

It matters to me that Jim O’Grady lived his life in that place, and because of the 
mental illnesses I have watched my family members battle with and the 
incarcerations they have experienced as a result, it does not seem so alien to me – 
or so long ago – that Jim was sent to the asylum.  

The difference for my mother and my other family members was that they were 
able to leave. They live (or lived) their lives chiefly outside the asylum, and, usually, 
while inside, they were granted what they needed: rest from everyday worries and 
responsibilities; the chance to recharge, have their medications reassessed if 

 
70 Hilary Stace’s 2014 article on the ‘Cool Asylum’ describes the museum: https://publicaddress.net/access/cool-
asylum-porirua-hospital-museum/  
71 Williams, Out of Mind Out of Sight, p. 64. 
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necessary, and an opportunity to rebalance and become well again. Although the 
mental health system is far from perfect, as two national inquiries (like multiple 
inquiries before them) have recently found, locking people up and throwing away 
the key was cruel and prevented my family and others like us from knowing the 
full richness of our relatives; and for Jim, it prevented him from knowing his family, 
from possibly having family of his own (as far as we know), and from having 
freedom of movement in the world.72 

I have been searching for a photo of Jim. His sister Bridget’s life in adulthood is 
well documented – we have images that show she thrived on the Pahīatua farm; 
she had a motor car and a fox fur; she died with money in the bank and a farm to 
pass on to others (a nephew in Australia no one had ever met, which caused much 
raruraru and bad blood, but that’s another story). Because I have no photo of Jim, 
I have written this essay, as I do not want him to be forgotten – a name in a trunk 
written in a child’s hand, embroidery on a bookmark, a reference to a field, a 
description in a legal document related to the family inheritance and a name written 
on a gravestone are the only traces of a life which we can only imagine. Apart, of 
course, from the extensive notes written about him, held by the local health 
authorities for over 100 years, providing descriptions that cannot possibly be the 
whole story of James (Jim) O’Grady. I hope for him the asylum lived up to its name 
as a place of refuge, but judging from the evidence before us, I can only imagine it 
was lonely and strange, crowded and dirty, and if he was not crazy when he entered 
Porirua Hospital, his experience there would certainly have made him so by the 
time he died. 
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72 The ‘Simpson’ Inquiry into the Health and Disability system has now delivered its final report. The Waitangi 
Tribunal Unit also investigated Mental Health and Māori experience as part of the Wai 2575 Health Inquiry in 
2018/2019 https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/populations/maori-health/wai-2575-health-services-and-
outcomes-kaupapa-inquiry. The Royal Commission of Inquiry into Abuse in Care is ongoing in 2022 and includes 
the historic experience of people in hospitals and asylums https://www.abuseincare.org.nz/ 
 


